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We demonstrate semiondutor superlatties or nanoavities as narrow band aousti transduers

in the sub-terahertz range. Using pioseond ultrasonis experiments in the transmission geometry

with pump and probe inident on opposite sides of the thik substrate, phonon generation and

detetion proesses are fully deoupled. Generating with the semiondutor devie and probing on

the metal, we show that both superlatties and nanoavities generate spetrally narrow wavepakets

of oherent phonons with frequenies in the viinity of the zone enter and time durations in the

nanoseond range, qualitatively di�erent from pioseond broadband pulses usually involved in pi-

oseond aoustis with metal generators. Generating in the metal and probing on the nanoaousti

devie, we furthermore evidene that both nanostrutured semiondutor devies may be used as

very sensitive and spetrally seletive detetors.

The availability of e�ient monohromati phonons

transduers in the THz range would give aess to spe-

trosopi studies of vibrational properties in amorphous

and quasi-rystalline materials, in nanostrutures or in

any system exhibiting inhomogeneities at a nanometer

sale. These waves ould also be used for high resolu-

tion aousti mirosopy and to drive the optial and

eletroni properties of devies at the pioseond time

sale. Piezoeletri transdution is very e�ient up to

a few GHz but only speial geometries an work beyond

100 GHz[1℄. Propagation of phonons in the THz range

by heat pulses tehniques has been extensively studied

sine the pioneering work of Von Gutfeld[2℄ but these

phonons are inoherent and very broadband.Tunneling

juntions[3, 4℄ provide monohromati but still inoher-

ent soures. Later, oherent aousti wave generation

and detetion by an optial pump probe tehnique and a

femtoseond laser soure proved to be very suessful[5℄;

using a metalli �lm as a transduer, generation and de-

tetion of very short aousti pulses with a broad fre-

queny spetrum extending up to a few hundreds GHz

an be performed. Similar results have been demon-

strated more reently but with semiondutor single

quantum wells (QW) instead of metalli layers as phonon

generators or detetors[6℄. QW transduers present the

advantage to behave as internal probes with an almost ar-

bitrary loation inside the studied devies. However they

remain broadband transduers with a high frequeny

ut-o� limited by the QW thikness. Regularly stak-

ing several QWs and then building superlatties (SL)

should result in an enhanement of the transdution ef-

�ieny. More important, SL o�er a unique aess to

high frequeny monohromati aousti phonon optial

transdution. Indeed, high frequeny folded modes are

strongly oupled to light in SL and the THz range an

be reahed with typial periods of a few nanometers, eas-

ily ontrolled by modern deposition tehniques. More-

over, the periodi modulation of the elasti properties

leads to the opening of energy gaps in the Brillouin zone

enter and boundaries. Light sattering has provided

a detailed understanding on the SL vibrations at ther-

mal equilibrium[7℄ while ultrafast optis experiments also

showed that high frequeny modes an be oherently gen-

erated and ontrolled[8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13℄. The initial

proposal of SL as potentially ideal monohromati op-

tial transduers for oherent phonons[14℄ has however

reeived up to now very limited experimental demon-

stration. Propagation through a substrate of aousti

pulses optially exited in SLs was �rst reported using

an inoherent detetion with a superonduting bolome-

ter deposited on the other side of the sample[15℄. A

subsequent experiment using a seond SL as an aous-

ti �lter gave support to the oherene of the emitted

phonons[16℄ though leaving the spetral width of the gen-

erated phonons unknown.

In this letter we give a diret evidene of the trans-

dution of oherent monohromati phonons using SL or

reently introdued aousti nanoavities[17, 18℄, by de-

teting these phonons with a pump probe tehnique after

they propagate through a thik substrate. Indeed, in on-

trast with lassial pump and probe experiments where

both the generation and the detetion are performed on

the devie surfae, here the generation proess takes plae

on one side of the sample in the devie whereas the dete-

tion is done on the bakside with a broadband metalli

transduer. In opposition to metalli transduers, the

generated phonons an not be desribed as a broadband

pulse with a duration in the pioseond range but as

quasi-monohromati oherent osillations with duration

in the nanoseond range. Alternatively, the metalli layer
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is also used as a oherent broadband generator to demon-

strate that semiondutor multilayers are very sensitive

and frequeny seletive phonon detetors. In these exper-

iments, the propagation of the generated aousti signal

over a large distane allows the deoupling of generation

and detetion proesses. Moreover, during propagation,

nonlinear distortion of the initial aousti signal is likely

to our at high displaement amplitudes, whih ould

give rise to aousti solitons[19, 20℄ and high frequenies

onversion. Sound attenuation is made negligible aross

the thik GaAs substrate (330 to 380µm) by ooling down

samples to 15K. Finally we ompare the transdution

performane of the standard SL and the nanoavity de-

vies. We show that the latter devie provides an un-

surpassed ultimate line width assoiated with on�ned

undispersive avity phonons while the overall behavior

of the two devies remains qualitatively similar.

Owing to the limitations of the aluminium transduer,

we hoose to work on semiondutor strutures grown on

double side polished [001℄ GaAs substrate, with a zone

enter �rst gap loated at 100GHz or 200GHz. The �rst

ones ontain 35nm/15nm GaAs/AlAs SL, resulting in

opening gaps every 50GHz, whereas for 200GHz SL, lay-

ers are twie thinner and gaps open every 100GHz. Sam-

ple M1 (resp. M2) is a 20-period (resp. 40) SL designed

at 100GHz (resp. 200GHz). SL ating as an aousti

Bragg mirror, surfae loalized modes an be on�ned in

super�ial layers of the mirror sine the interfae with

air is a perfet re�etor[8, 10℄ but an aousti nanoav-

ity an also be obtained if a GaAs layer is sandwihed

between two suh mirrors. We present results on avities

ontaining 10-period Bragg mirrors : sample C1 (resp.

C2) with an aousti on�ned mode at 100GHz (resp.

200GHz) and a avity thikness of 23nm (resp. 37nm).

For all samples, the light absorption threshold is about

810nm at low temperature.

When a laser pump beam interats with suh nanos-

trutures, an aousti strain modulated at the superlat-

tie period is reated, and generation of very high fre-

queny oherent phonons is expeted in a narrow fre-

queny range. To demonstrate this generation, we per-

formed a �rst set of experiments (named afterwards on-

�guration 1, f. inset in �g. 1) where the pump pulse

is foused diretly on the devie, generating aousti

phonons whih propagate through the whole substrate.

They are deteted by a time delayed probe pulse re�eted

by a 30nm thik aluminum layer deposited on the other

side of the sample. We used a femtoseond mode-loked

Ti:Sapphire laser providing 130fs pulses at 750nm, with

a 80MHz repetition rate. At this wavelength, the ab-

sorption length in the devie 1/α is omparable to the

multilayer thikness. The transient hanges of the om-

plex optial re�etivity ∆r/r are measured by a Sagna

interferometer[21℄. The pump is modulated at 1MHz and

the probe is deteted by a lok-in ampli�er. Both beams

are foused onto 60µm spots with a typial energy of a
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FIG. 1: Re(∆r/r) on sample M1 as a funtion of the pump-

probe delay. The insets show an expanded region and a

sheme of the pioseond ultrasonis measurement (on�g-

uration 1), where a alulated temporal trae of the strain

generated by the devie is drawn.

few nJ/pulse for the pump.

A typial signal (obtained on sample M1) orrespond-

ing to the real part of ∆r/r is shown in �g. 1. Due to the

very thik substrate, no diret eletroni or thermal on-

tributions appear but a standard low frequeny aousti

pulse. Its width amounts to 140ps in good agreement

with the expeted value αv−1
where v is the averaged

veloity in the devie (5nm/ps). The maximum of the

signal gives the arrival time of the aousti pulse (76.5ns)

taking into aount aousti re�etions on the free sur-

faes of both aluminum �lm and devie. Moreover, high

frequeny osillations extending over a few nanoseonds

with an amplitude of 10−6
are learly visible. They start

200ps before the signal maximum, a delay orresponding

to the transit time through the devie: the �rst osil-

lations are due to the aousti signal generated by the

devie deepest layers i.e. the last ones before the sub-
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FIG. 2: Con�guration 1. (a): Fourier transform amplitudes

of the time derivative of Im(∆r/r), ompared to the folded

phonon dispersion. The pump power is 5nJ/pulse. (b): Cor-

responding alulations.
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strate. The �gure 2a shows the Fourier transform ampli-

tude of the time derivative (∆FT) of the signals over a

3ns time window to ensure a su�ient frequeny resolu-

tion (0.3GHz). Note that both real and imaginary part

of ∆r/r give similar spetral information. The aous-

ti resonanes of a mirror made of m periods d our

at energies orresponding to wave vetors q = nπ/md,
n ∈ N but

n

m
/∈ N in the extended Brillouin zone of the

related in�nite struture. Moreover, for a weakly absorb-

ing struture, an enhanement of the generation proess

is mostly expeted near the zone enter of the redued

Brillouin zone. Thus the lowest energy large peaks in the

Fourier spetrum are expeted at qd = 2π±π/m, among

smaller resonanes. From symmetry onsiderations ap-

plied to the lowest zone enter gap, only the mode below

lower gap edge should be exited in our stutures; it will

be referred to the forward sattering (FS) mode as the

same mode is Raman ative in forward sattering on-

�guration. The omparison of the experimental spetra

with the dispersion urve (see �g. 2a) shows that the ex-

ited peak orresponds to this mode. As m = 20, it is
indeed slightly downshifted relatively to q = 0 mode. Let

us now onsider sample C1. The FS mode an also be

observed, but at a larger distane from the zone enter

sine aousti mirrors of the avity have only m = 10 pe-
riods. The most remarkable fat, however, is the presene

of a very narrow avity mode in the middle of the �rst

zone enter gap. To analyse these results, we perform

alulations of the aousti �eld in the multilayers with a

standard transfer matrix formalism[22℄. We alulate the

eletromagneti �eld in eah layer and assume that the

interation of the devie with the inoming light leaves

a stress proportional to the loal eletromagneti �eld

energy in GaAs layers only. The sound wave propaga-

tion equation is solved in eah layer, taking into aount

this stress soure term and boundary onditions to obtain

the aousti �eld. In partiular we aess to the deep-
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FIG. 3: Con�guration 1. Left: sliding Fourier transforms of

the time derivative of Im(∆r/r), for sample C1. The time

indiates the enter of the 300ps Fourier transform window.

Right: peak intensity of the avity mode (open symbols) and

the lower band edge peak (losed symbols) as a funtion of

time. The solid lines are exponential �ts.

est layer displaement (just before the substrate) whih

gives the aousti �eld in the substrate. As we mea-

sure in ∆r/r 100GHz osillations with an amplitude of

10−6
, the strain inident on the aluminum �lm an be

estimated to η ∼ 6.10−7
(dn/dη = −28 + 15i [23℄). At

suh strain, non linear e�et are negligible.We then alu-

late the imaginary part of ∆r/r, inluding ontributions

of the surfae displaement and photoelasti e�ets in

aluminium. Comparison with the experimental data is

reported �g. 2b, and shows an exellent agreement. The

same onlusion applies at higher frequenies: �gure 2

shows also results for sample C2 whih emits phonons at

200GHz.

The avity mode width dedued for C1 from a 3ns time

integration is∆f = 0.5GHz to be ompared with the the-

oretial limit 0.32GHz given by the quality fator. An-

other way to analyse the lifetime of the generated phonon

modes is to perform sliding Fourier transform over 300ps

time windows whose entral value sans the whole time

range. Results are reported on �g. 3 for sample C1: the

avity mode lives muh longer than the aousti mirror

resonanes in agreement with the fat that this mode tun-

nels slowly outside the avity owing to the on�nement.

We an dedue an exponential deay of 1300± 200ps for
C1, in agreement with the measured linewidth

√
3/(π∆f)

(1100ps).

To summarize we have demonstrated in the �rst part

of the letter that SLs and avities an e�iently generate

monohromati phonons whih an esape from the de-

vie and propagate through a thik substrate before being

deteted on the other side via a metalli transduer.

Let us now onsider the detetion performane of these

nanostrutures. It is well established that in a semi-

transparent material, the interation of light with oher-

ent phonons is strongly enhaned at a partiular aousti

wave vetor q = 2k where k is the eletromagneti wave

vetor in the sample[5℄. The same modes are Raman

ative in baksattering on�guration. At the experi-

mental wavelength, q is lose to the redued Brillouin

zone edge in samples M1 and C1, and in the middle of

the Brillouin zone in samples M2 and C2. The Bril-

louin mode orresponds to the lowest frequeny. This

enhaned detetion has been demonstrated in the seond

set of experiments where the pump beam is absorbed in

the aluminum layer deposited on the substrate, generat-

ing a broadband aousti pulse due to the short optial

absorption length. In this ase, propagation through the

whole substrate strongly modi�es the spetrum of the

pulse and high frequeny onversion is expeted (on�g-

uration 2, see inset in �g. 4 where the strain generated

by the aluminium �lm and the same strain after nonlin-

ear propagation are shematially shown). The detetion

of the resulting aousti pulse by the devie on the other

side allows to study the detetion proess without mixing

with the generation mehanism, and to take advantage

of non linear frequeny onversion to test the detetor
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FIG. 4: Inset: sheme of the experimental on�guration 2.

(a): Re(∆r/r) as a funtion of the pump-probe delay on

sample M2 (Arrows indiate the aousti pulse round trip in

the devie). (b): Corresponding spetra, ompared with the

folded dispersion. (): amplitudes of the time derivative of

Re(∆r/r), normalized to 1nJ/pulse, measured (i) on sample

M1 at di�erent pump intensities ompared to a alulation

for 6.4nJ/pulse, (ii) on a sample where the detetor is an alu-

minum �lm at 7.6nJ/pulse.

sensitivity at high frequenies.

Figure 4a shows the real part of ∆r/r obtained on

sample M2. The Brillouin osillations an be observed

on the whole time window whereas superimposed high

frequeny features our during the round trip duration

of the aousti pulse in the multilayer, indiated by the

arrows. Indeed, as previously said, the probe beam is not

fully absorbed in the devie and interats in the substrate

with the inoming aousti pulse before it reahes the de-

vie, or when it leaves the devie, after re�etion on the

free surfae. Figure 4b shows the ∆FT of this temporal

trae. As expeted, few disrete frequenies orrespond-

ing to the enhaned detetion seletion rule are observed

among Bragg osillations due to devie �nite size. More-

over, the detetion is also ampli�ed near the edges of the

aousti gaps where the density of state is enhaned by

the modulation (see arrow around 200GHz). We show in

�gure 5 sliding ∆FT alulated over 150ps time window

for sample C1. As already mentioned, detetion is en-

haned lose to the zone edge in this struture and the

lowest folded mode almost oinides with the Brillouin

osillation. The Brillouin mode is deteted �rst while

folded modes are only observed during the time they re-

main in the devie. Besides, we see the long-lived avity

modes within the zone boundary aousti gaps (50, 150

GHz) and the zone enter one at 100GHz (at 200GHz

the gap is losed). This demonstrates that avity modes

an be exited just hitting the devie with an aousti

pulse. They are learly the only surviving frequenies

after about 1000ps. In ontrast to the mirror modes,
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FIG. 5: Con�guration 2. 200ps sliding Fourier transform of

the time derivative of Re(∆r/r) for sample C1. The time

sale indiates the enter of the Fourier transform window.

Arrows show the avity modes at 0.05, 0.15 and 0.25THz for

zone boundaries and 0.1THz for the zone enter.

these modes an be deteted during the long time it takes

them to leave the avity. The longest time is obtained at

100GHz as C1 sample has been designed to optimize the

aousti gap width around this frequeny.

Let us now onsider the e�et of high frequeny trans-

fer during the non linear propagation in the GaAs sub-

strate. Figure 4 shows the∆FT of Re(∆r/r) normalized

by the pump pulse energy measured in sample M1 with

di�erent energies from 0.2 to 6.4nJ. As in C1, the signal

is large around the zone boundary gaps. On the urve ob-

tained with a low intensity pump (0.25nJ/pulse), the fre-

queny range deteted in M1 extends to 350GHz while for

the largest intensity, frequenies up to 550GHz have been

deteted. We also display on �g 4 a simulation done for

6.4nJ/pulse pump intensity. Distorsion during propaga-

tion through the substrate due to sound dispersion, sound

attenuation and non linear e�ets an be desribed by a

1D Korteweg-De Vries equation[19, 24℄ as far as di�ra-

tion is negligible. Sound absorption is negligible sine

we work at low temperature. Solving this equation, the

spetrum of the aousti pulse inident on the devie has

been alulated and Re(∆r/r) of the devie is obtained

with a standard method[22, 25℄. The inoming strain on

the devie an be estimated to 6.10−4
. In similar exper-

iments performed with an aluminum detetor[20℄, i. e.

on a GaAs substrate with aluminum on both sides, fre-

quenies up to 200GHz have been observed with a low

power exitation and up to 350GHz for 7.6nJ/pulse as

llustrated in �g. 4. Moreover, the deteted signal was

more than one order of magnitude weaker. These results

demonstrate that semiondutor multilayers are in om-

paraison very e�ient detetors at high frequenies.

In summary, we have introdued a new experimen-

tal sheme ombining a white aousti transduer (alu-

minum �lm) and a quasi monohromati one (semion-

dutor multilayer). This allowed us to perform two sets

of experiments whih demonstrate independently that
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phonon mirrors and aousti avities are e�ient quasi-

monohromati phonon generators and also seletive and

sensitive phonon detetors. We show that standard mod-

els provide a reasonable understanding of our results,

nevertheless, these experimental on�gurations will al-

low future detailed studies of generation and detetion

mehanisms. As the aluminum �lm and the multilayer

are deposited on the opposite sides of a thik substrate,

in ontrast with experiments performed in front on�g-

uration, we learly show that oherent phonons gener-

ated in the devie an be e�iently transferred into the

substrate where they an propagate over millimetri dis-

tanes. This transdution e�ieny should work in the

THz range provided that two suh devies are used for

the generation and detetion. This would allow phonon

imaging and spetrosopy in nanostrutures using aous-

ti waves with nanometri wavelengths.
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